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DRAFT 

ABSTRACT 

The seismic field experimentation team at Los Alamos National Laboratory collaborated with Lawrence 
Livermore, the Defense Special Weapons Agency (DSWA) and the National Nuclear Center of the Republic 
of Kazakstan to record the Source Depth of Burial Experiment during the summer of 1997. A series of three 
25 ton explosions at depths of 50,300 and 550 meters along with associated 50 to 100 kg Green's function 
explosions and a 5 ton proof of concept explosion were instrumented at near source (0.1 to 20 km) and 
regional &stances (100 to 1100 km) using portable seismic data acquisition equipment. The near source data 
represent the first US recordings of seismic data at the former Soviet Union's Semipalatinsk nuclear test 
site. 

The main objective of the Depth of Burial Experiment was to test whether source depth can help identify 
underground nuclear explosions from observations at distance ranges of 100- 1000 km. A secondary 
objective was to help calibrate the Kazakstan seismic network, especially the primary IMS station at 
Makanchi and the auxiliary IMS stations at Kurchatov and Aktyubinsk. 

Near-source records show the 50 m deep explosion generated much higher amplitude surface (R,) waves than 
did either of the deeper explosions. Impulsive P-wave arrivals dominated the traces from the 300 and 550 
meter deep explosions. P-wave amplitudes, 10-20 Hz, appeared to be a stronger function of source than of 
path or site. Apparent P velocity was highly path dependent, with higher velocities parallel to the local, 
NW-SE fabric of the geologic structure. Empirical Green's function results for the 25 ton shots show 
increasing corner frequency with depth, consistent with predictions of the Mueller-Murphy source model. 
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OBdECTIVES 

The newly formed Republic of Kazakstan has declared itself to be a non-nuclear state and the US is 
providing technical and financial support to aid in the decommissioning of the test facilities (tunnels and 
boreholes) through the Defense Special Weapons Agency (DSWA). The decommissioning of a series of 
Shagan River boreholes in the summer of 1997 provided the opportunity to perform the Source Depth of 
Burial Experiment. A map showing the location of the Shagan River test site can be found in Figure 1. 

The properties of geological materials change quickly near the earth’s surface and if these structures affect 
seismic generation from shallow (near-surface) and deep (1-km) explosions differently, we may be able to 
develop techniques to discriminate between large industrial blasts and an underground nuclear test. Large 
mine blasts rarely occur at great depths because of the potential of irreversible damage to mine 
infrastmcture. 

Large explosions of known position and initiation time are also useful for calibrating traveltimes and 
amplitude response along paths to regional seismic stations. Near Shagan River, permanent stations include 
the Kazakstan seismic network stations at Makanchi (MAK), Kurchatov (KUR) and Aktyubinsk (AKT), 
(Figure 1). MAK has been designated a primary station of the International Monitoring System (IMS), 
while KUR and AKT have been designated auxiliary stations. 

A final objective is to provide a model for cooperation amongst nations that can lead to calibration 
experiments for the benefit of all. Such work is formally encouraged in the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT) as confidence building measures. Extensive, world-wide calibration will be critical for monitoring 
small seismic events using regionally recorded data. 

Recording seismic data close to the explosions is an important part of regional calibration. Although close- 
in data will not be available on a routine basis, what we learn about source details may be important to later 
studies based on regional data alone. Because the effects of attenuation or scattering (the path effect) will not 
be as apparent in the close-in records, they will help to separate out the effects of source and path in the 
regional data. For example, Yang et al. (1998) develop models of an induced mine collapse that are very 
different from accepted models using close-in data recorded at White Pine, Michigan. In addition, close-in 
data can be used to confirm the initiation time of the source in an independent manner. This will be critical 
to calibrating travel times to IMS stations for purposes of accurately locating events in the region. Thirdly, 
close-in stations may also record aftershocks (e.g. Phillips et al., 1997), which may become important 
indicators of source location and type in on site inspection (OSI) situations. 

In the following, we will describe data collection procedures and present preliminary results from the near- 
source field deployment at Shagan River, carried out in the summer of 1997. The explosions included a 5 
ton proof of concept shot, five, 50 to 100 kg, Green’s function shots and three, 25 ton shots, at depths of 
50 m, 300 m and 550 m (Figure 2). 

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED 

The National Nuclear Center (NNC) of Kazakstan prepared seismometer vaults for the Shagan River 
experiments by augering 1 m diameter, 1.5 m deep holes and filling with 4 inches of concrete. After 
deploying instruments, the holes were covered and dirt was shoveled on top. This provided thermal stability 
for the instruments as well as some level of security. 

The Los Alamos team deployed L4-3D, 1 Hz seismometers and data acquisition equipment in the vaults. 
Satellite-based (GPS) clocks were used for timing. GPS was also used to determine station locations. 
Digitization rate was set at 500 Hz and stations were operated in event triggered mode. The station 
distribution is shown in Figure 2. 



A proof-of-concept, 5 ton shot was fired in hole 1389, July 13, to test the deployment and detonation 
performance of the explosive, in excess of 600 m beneath the water table. Depth to the water table was 30 
m maximum for these holes. The 5 ton shot was initiated in meta-sedimentary materials of unknown type, 
while later shots were performed in a more uniform, shale or granitic rock. A flaked TNT (Granulatol) 
explosive available from Russia was used at Shagan River. Near-source geophysical or Green’s function 
shots, 50 to 100 kg, were fired prior to each 25 ton shot, including a shot at the position of the larger shot. 
The 25 ton shots were fired in holes 1311 (August 3, depth 50 m), 1381 (August 31, depth 300 m) and 
1349 (September 28, depth 550 m). A useful compilation of explosive tests and shot descriptions, 
includmg geology, can be found in the NNC Final Technical Report (1997) and are reproduced in Phillips et 
al. (1998). 

We show vertical component record sections from the shallowest (50 m), 25 ton shot in Figure 3. The 
surface wave (R,) amplitudes were much larger for this shot, as expected by theory for fundamental modes. 
The shallow shot also generated higher amplitude body waves for frequencies less than 100 Hz and was the 
only one of the three 25 ton shots to be detected and located by the Prototype International Data Center 
(Figure 1). 

P-waves move out between 5.2 and 5.6 km/s at Shagan River. Velocity seems to be a strong function of 
azimuth in this area (Figure 4), with slower paths crossing into more deformed regions, while faster paths 
remain inside granitic regions. 

After roughly correcting for source size by dividing by the yield, we measure an apparent Q of 116 (bounds 
80-220) using RMS P wave signal in the band 10-20 Hz. If the low amplitude 5 ton data are ignored, the 
apparent Q becomes 160. Amplitude residuals obtained after correction for Q and inverse distance 
geometrical spreading are strongly dependent on the shot (Figure 5). This could result from a poor yield 
correction, including incomplete detonation effects, or near-shot geological effects on the source or on the 
near-source path. 

To further study the seismic source, signals from the Green’s function shots can be used to deconvolve path 
and site effects from signals of the 25 ton shots. We summarize preliminary results by plotting the corner 
frequency of the 25 ton shots versus depth of burial in Figure 6. Corner frequencies are inversely related to 
the radius of the surface over which seismic motions approach linear, elastic behavior. Comer frequencies 
are 100 Hz for the shallow shot and increase to over 200 Hz for the deepest shot, indicating elastic radii 
that decrease with depth, consistent with increase in pressure and rock strength with depth, as predicted by 
the Mueller-Murphy explosion source model. 

Effort is currently underway to characterize the Shagan River seismic structure in three dimensions using 
Rg surface wave data generated by the 25 ton explosions. We hope to further understand the effects of near- 
source structure on regional waveforms with this approach. 

The DSWA-DOE-NNC collaboration will continue in the summer of 1998 with a 100 ton calibration 
explosion at tunnel 214 in the Degelen Mountain massif. The explosion will be fully tamped and is to be 
followed by an untamped 100 ton explosion in another drift of tunnel 214 in 1999. Near source and regional 
seismic instrumentation will be augmented with CORRTEX and shock measurements within the explosive 
and out to 45 m range. The deployment will include infrasound sensors at near-source and regional 
distances. We also expect a 25 ton, shallow (50 m) shot in granitic rock to more directly compare results 
with the 1997 Depth of Burial shots; however, only regional recording is anticipated. 
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Figure 1. Map of Kazakstan region showing permanent seismic stations (triangles), 
nuclear test sites (circles) and PIDC location of the 50 m, 25 ton shot (ellipse). 
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Figure 2. Map of the Shagan River test site showing temporary seismic stations (triangles) 
and shot holes (circles), along with depth and yield (boxes). 
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Figure 3. Record section plots of vertical component seismograms for the 25 ton shot at 
50 m in hole 13 1 I .  Seismograms are scaled to maximum amplitude. Zero corresponds to 
origin time in the upper plot. Normal moveout shifts have been applied to the lower plot 
using a velocity of 5.6 lads. Shot to station azimuth is given at the top. 
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Figure 4. Apparent P-wave velocity measured from 5 and 25 ton shots at Shagan 
River, superposed on a geology map. Shots and stations are depicted as in Figure 2. 
Gray-scale lines represent apparent velocities for shot-station pairs as given by the 
scale bar. The lighter formations are granite and granosyenites while the layered 
formations are metamorphosed sediments. 



Figure 5. P-wave amplitude residuals, 10-20 Hz, after correction for yield and 
distance (Q=116) for 5 and 25 ton shots at Shagan River. Gray-scale lines 
represent loglo residuals for shot-station pairs as given by the scale bar. 
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Figure 6. Corner frequency of the 25 ton shots measured using the Green's function 
recordings , versus shot depth. Predictions of the Mueller-Murphy model are also shown. 


